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The greenish-blue peaks in this picture are individual atoms of iron on a background of copper. This amazing image was made by a scanning tunneling microscope. It’s the only kind of microscope that can make images of things as small of atoms. The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope was so significant that its inventors got a Nobel prize for it. Why is being able to see atoms so important? Atoms are the basic building blocks of all the matter in the universe. You will learn more about atoms and matter when you read this chapter.
1.1 Properties of Matter

Lesson Objectives

- Define matter, mass, and volume.
- Identify physical properties of matter.
- List examples of chemical properties of matter.

Vocabulary

- chemical property
- density
- flammability
- mass
- matter
- physical property
- reactivity
- volume
- weight

Introduction

Here’s a riddle for you to ponder: What do you and a tiny speck of dust in outer space have in common? Think you know the answer? Read on to find out.

What is Matter?

Both you and the speck of dust consist of atoms of matter. So does the ground beneath your feet. In fact, everything you can see and touch is made of matter. The only things that aren’t matter are forms of energy, such as light and sound. Although forms of energy are not matter, the air and other substances they travel through are. So what is matter? Matter is defined as anything that has mass and volume.

Mass

Mass is the amount of matter in a substance or object. Mass is commonly measured with a balance. A simple mechanical balance is shown in Figure 1.1. It allows an object to be matched with other objects of known mass. SI units for mass are the kilogram, but for smaller masses grams are often used instead.
Mass versus Weight

The more matter an object contains, generally the more it weighs. However, weight is not the same thing as mass. **Weight** is a measure of the force of gravity pulling on an object. It is measured with a scale, like the kitchen scale in Figure 1.2. The scale detects how forcefully objects in the pan are being pulled downward by the force of gravity. The SI unit for weight is the newton (N). The common English unit is the pound (lb). With Earth’s gravity, a mass of 1 kg has a weight of 9.8 N (2.2 lb).

Problem Solving

**Problem:** At Earth’s gravity, what is the weight in newtons of an object with a mass of 10 kg?

**Solution:** At Earth’s gravity, 1 kg has a weight of 9.8 N. Therefore, 10 kg has a weight of \((10 \times 9.8 \text{ N}) = 98 \text{ N}\).

**You Try It!**

**Problem:** If you have a mass of 50 kg on Earth, what is your weight in newtons?

An object with more mass is pulled by gravity with greater force, so mass and weight are closely related. However, the weight of an object can change if the force of gravity changes, even while the mass of the object remains constant. Look at the photo of astronaut Edwin E. Aldrin Jr taken by fellow astronaut Neil Armstrong, the first human to walk on the moon, in Figure 1.3. An astronaut weighed less on the moon than he did on Earth because the moon’s gravity is weaker than Earth’s. The astronaut’s mass, on the other hand, did not change. He still contained the same amount of matter on the moon as he did on Earth.

The amount of space matter takes up is its **volume**. How the volume of matter is measured depends on its state.

- The volume of liquids is measured with measuring containers. In the kitchen, liquid volume is usually measured with measuring cups or spoons. In the lab, liquid volume is measured with containers such as graduated cylinders. Units in the metric system for liquid volume include liters (L) and milliliters (mL).
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If the astronaut weighed 175 pounds on Earth, he would have weighed only 29 pounds on the moon. If his mass on Earth was 80 kg, what would his mass have been on the moon?

• The volume of gases depends on the volume of their container. That’s because gases expand to fill whatever space is available to them. For example, as you drink water from a bottle, air rushes in to take the place of the water. An "empty" liter bottle actually holds a liter of air. How could you find the volume of air in an "empty" room?

• The volume of regularly shaped solids can be calculated from their dimensions. For example, the volume of a rectangular solid is the product of its length, width, and height (l × w × h). For solids that have irregular shapes, the displacement method is used to measure volume. You can see how it works in Figure 1.4 and in the video below. The SI unit for solid volumes is cubic meters (m³). However, cubic centimeters (cm³) are often used for smaller volume measurements.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9L52maq_vA&feature=related

Physical Properties of Matter

Matter has many properties. Some are physical properties. Physical properties of matter are properties that can be measured or observed without matter changing to a different substance. For example, whether a given substance normally exists as a solid, liquid, or gas is a physical property. Consider water. It is a liquid at room temperature, but if it freezes and changes to ice, it is still water. Generally, physical properties are things you can see, hear, smell, or feel with your senses.

Examples of Physical Properties

Physical properties include the state of matter and its color and odor. For example, oxygen is a colorless, odorless gas. Chlorine is a greenish gas with a strong, sharp odor. Other physical properties include hardness, freezing and boiling points, the ability to dissolve in other substances, and the ability to conduct heat or electricity. These properties are demonstrated in Figure 1.5. Can you think of other physical properties?
FIGURE 1.4
The displacement method is used to find the volume of an irregularly shaped solid object. It measures the amount of water that the object displaces, or moves out of the way. What is the volume of the toy dinosaur in mL?

**Density**

**Density** is an important physical property of matter. It reflects how closely packed the particles of matter are. Density is calculated from the amount of mass in a given volume of matter, using the formula:

\[
\text{Density (}D\text{)} = \frac{\text{Mass (}M\text{)}}{\text{Volume (}V\text{)}}
\]

**Problem Solving**

**Problem:** What is the density of a substance that has a mass of 20 g and a volume of 10 mL?

**Solution:**

\[
D = \frac{20 \text{ g}}{10 \text{ mL}} = 2.0 \text{ g/mL}
\]

**You Try It!**

**Problem:** An object has a mass of 180 kg and a volume of 90 m³. What is its density?

To better understand density, think about a bowling ball and a volleyball. The bowling ball feels heavy. It is solid all the way through. It contains a lot of tightly packed particles of matter. In contrast, the volleyball feels light. It is full of air. It contains fewer, more widely spaced particles of matter. Both balls have about the same volume, but the bowling ball has a much greater mass. Its matter is denser.
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#### FIGURE 1.5

These are just a few of the physical properties of matter.

**Hardness**

Diamond is the hardest mineral. It is so hard that it is used in drill bits. Talc is the softest mineral. It is so soft that you can crumble it with your fingers.

**Freezing & Boiling Points**

Antifreeze has a higher boiling point and lower freezing point than water. It is used in a car’s cooling system to keep the cooling fluid in a liquid state. If plain water were used instead, it might boil in hot weather and freeze in cold weather.

**Ability to Conduct Heat or Electricity**

Aluminum is a good conductor of heat; wood is not. That’s why this pot is made of aluminum and the spoon is made of wood. Copper is a good conductor of electricity; plastic is not. That’s why the wires inside this cable are made of copper and the outside covering is made of plastic.

**Ability to Dissolve in Other Substances**

This white sand may look like sugar. But it doesn’t dissolve in water as sugar does.
Chemical Properties of Matter

Some properties of matter can be measured or observed only when matter undergoes a change to become an entirely different substance. These properties are called chemical properties. They include flammability and reactivity.

Flammability

Flammability is the ability of matter to burn. Wood is flammable; iron is not. When wood burns, it changes to ashes, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and other gases. After burning, it is no longer wood.

Reactivity

Reactivity is the ability of matter to combine chemically with other substances. For example, iron is highly reactive with oxygen. When it combines with oxygen, it forms the reddish powder called rust (see Figure 1.6). Rust is not iron but an entirely different substance that consists of both iron and oxygen.

Lesson Summary

- Matter is anything that has mass and volume. Mass is the amount of matter in a substance. Volume is the amount of space matter takes up.
- Matter has both physical and chemical properties. Physical properties can be measured or observed without matter changing to a different substance.
- Chemical properties of matter can be measured or observed only when matter undergoes a change to become an entirely different substance.

Lesson Review Questions

Recall

1. Define matter.
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2. How does mass differ from weight?
3. Describe the displacement method for measuring the volume of an object.
4. Identify two physical properties and two chemical properties of matter.

Apply Concepts

5. Create a table comparing and contrasting physical properties of tap water and table salt.
6. Apply the concept of density to explain why oil floats on water.

Think Critically

7. Some kinds of matter are attracted to a magnet. Is this a physical or chemical property of matter? How do you know?

Points to Consider

The physical and chemical properties of substances can be used to identify them. That’s because different kinds of matter have different properties.

• What property could you use to tell the difference between iron and aluminum?
• How could you tell whether a liquid is honey or vinegar?
1.2 Types of Matter

Lesson Objectives

• Describe elements and atoms.
• Describe compounds, molecules, and crystals.
• Define mixture, and identify types of mixtures.

Vocabulary

• atom
• colloid
• compound
• crystal
• element
• mixture
• molecule
• solution
• suspension

Introduction

The properties of matter, both physical and chemical, depend on the substances that matter is made of. Matter can exist either as a pure substance or as a combination of different substances.

Elements

An element is a pure substance. It cannot be separated into any other substances. There are more than 90 different elements that occur in nature. Some are much more common than others. Hydrogen is the most common element in the universe. Oxygen is the most common element in Earth’s crust. Figure 1.7 shows other examples of elements. Still others are described in the video below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0zION8xjbM (3:47)
Properties of Elements

Each element has a unique set of properties that make it different from all other elements. As a result, elements can be identified by their properties. For example, the elements iron and nickel are both metals that are good conductors of heat and electricity. However, iron is attracted by a magnet, whereas nickel is not. How could you use this property to separate iron objects from nickel objects?

History of Elements

The idea of elements is not new. It dates back about 2500 years to ancient Greece. The ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle thought that all matter consists of just four elements. He identified the elements as earth, air, water, and fire. He thought that different kinds of matter contain only these four elements but in different combinations.

Aristotle’s ideas about elements were accepted for the next 2000 years. Then, scientists started discovering the many unique substances we call elements today. You can read when and how each of the elements was discovered at the
link below. Scientists soon realized that there are far more than just four elements. Eventually, they discovered a total of 92 naturally occurring elements. [http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/content/origindc.pdf](http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/content/origindc.pdf)

**Elements and Atoms**

The smallest particle of an element that still has the element’s properties is an **atom**. All the atoms of an element are alike, and they are different from the atoms of all other elements. For example, atoms of gold are the same whether they are found in a gold nugget or a gold ring (see Figure 1.8). All gold atoms have the same structure and properties.

![Gold nugget and ring](image)

**FIGURE 1.8**
Gold is gold no matter where it is found because all gold atoms are alike.

**Compounds**

There are millions of different substances in the world. That’s because elements can combine in many different ways to form new substances. In fact, most elements are found in compounds. A **compound** is a unique substance that forms when two or more elements combine chemically. An example is water, which forms when hydrogen and oxygen combine chemically. A compound always has the same components in the same proportions. It also has the same composition throughout. You can learn more about compounds and how they form by watching this video: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HjMoTthEZ0&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HjMoTthEZ0&feature=related) (3:53).

![Diagram of compounds](image)

**Properties of Compounds**

A compound has different properties than the substances it contains. For example, hydrogen and oxygen are gases at room temperature. But when they combine chemically, they form liquid water. Another example is table salt, or sodium chloride. It contains sodium and chlorine. Sodium is a silvery solid that reacts explosively with water, and chlorine is a poisonous gas (see Figure 1.9). But together, sodium and chlorine form a harmless, unreactive compound that you can safely sprinkle on food.
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Molecules and Crystals

The smallest particle of a compound that still has the compound’s properties is a molecule. A molecule consists of two or more atoms that are joined together. For example, a molecule of water consists of two hydrogen atoms joined to one oxygen atom (see Figure 1.10). You can learn more about molecules at this link: http://www.nyhallsci.org/marvelousmolecules/marveloussub.html.

Some compounds form crystals instead of molecules. A crystal is a rigid, lattice-like framework of many atoms bonded together. Table salt is an example of a compound that forms crystals (see Figure 1.11). Its crystals are made up of many sodium and chloride ions. Ions are electrically charged forms of atoms. You can actually watch crystals forming in this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd9C40Svt5g&feature=related.
Mixtures

Not all combined substances are compounds. Some are mixtures. A mixture is a combination of two or more substances in any proportion. The substances in a mixture may be elements or compounds. The substances don’t combine chemically to form a new substance, as they do in a compound. Instead, they keep their original properties and just intermix. Examples of mixtures include salt and water in the ocean and gases in the atmosphere. Other examples are pictured in Figure 1.12.

Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Mixtures

Some mixtures are homogeneous. This means they have the same composition throughout. An example is salt water in the ocean. Ocean water everywhere is about 3.5 percent salt.

Some mixtures are heterogeneous. This means they vary in their composition. An example is trail mix. No two samples of trail mix, even from the same package, are likely to be exactly the same. One sample might have more raisins, another might have more nuts.

Particle Size in Mixtures

Mixtures have different properties depending on the size of their particles. Three types of mixtures based on particle size are described below. Figure 1.13 shows examples of each type. You can watch videos about the three types of mixtures at these links:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q96ljVMHYLo (4:35)
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A solution is a homogeneous mixture with tiny particles. An example is salt water. The particles of a solution are too small to reflect light. As a result, you cannot see them. That’s why salt water looks the same as pure water. The particles of solutions are also too small to settle or be filtered out of the mixture.

A suspension is a heterogeneous mixture with large particles. An example is muddy water. The particles of a suspension are big enough to reflect light, so you can see them. They are also big enough to settle or be filtered out. Anything that you have to shake before using, such as salad dressing, is usually a suspension.

A colloid is a homogeneous mixture with medium-sized particles. Examples include homogenized milk and gelatin. The particles of a colloid are large enough to reflect light, so you can see them. But they are too small to settle or filter out of the mixture.

These three mixtures differ in the size of their particles. Which mixture has the largest particles? Which has the smallest particles?

Separating Mixtures

The components of a mixture keep their own identity when they combine. Therefore, they usually can be easily separated again. Their different physical properties are used to separate them. For example, oil is less dense than
water, so a mixture of oil and water can be separated by letting it stand until the oil floats to the top. Other ways of separating mixtures are shown in Figure 1.14 and in the videos below.

- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWdu_RVy5_A](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWdu_RVy5_A) (2:30)

- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsouAlL-YZU&NR=1](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsouAlL-YZU&NR=1) (2:41)

**FIGURE 1.14**
Separating the components of a mixture depends on their physical properties. Which physical property is used in each example shown here?
Lesson Summary

- Elements are pure substances with unique properties. There are more than 100 different elements (92 of which occur naturally). The smallest particles of elements are atoms.
- Compounds are unique substances that form when two or more elements combine chemically. The smallest particles of compounds are molecules. Some compounds form crystals instead.

Lesson Review Questions

Recall

1. What is an element? Give three examples.
2. Describe compounds.
3. Identify molecules and crystals.
4. What are mixtures?

Apply Concepts

5. How could you use water and a coffee filter to separate a mixture of salt and sand?
6. Homogenized milk is a colloid. It has been treated to prevent its different components from separating when it stands. When non-homogenized milk stands, the cream rises to the top because it is less dense than the rest of the milk. Which type of mixture is non-homogenized milk? Explain your answer.

Think Critically

7. Create a table comparing and contrasting compounds and mixtures. Include an example of each.
8. How are atoms related to molecules?

Points to Consider

The properties of matter are not fixed. In fact, matter is always changing.

- What are some ways you have seen matter change?
- What do you think caused the changes?
1.3 Changes in Matter

Lesson Objectives

- Define and give examples of physical changes in matter.
- Define and give examples of chemical changes in matter.
- State the law of conservation of mass.

Vocabulary

- chemical change
- law of conservation of mass
- physical change

Introduction

You hit a baseball out of the park and head for first base. You’re excited. The score is tied, and now your team has a chance of getting a winning home run. Then you hear a crash. Oh no! The baseball hit a window in a neighboring house. The glass has a big hole in it, surrounded by a web of cracks (see Figure 1.15). The glass has changed. It’s been broken into jagged pieces. But the glass is still glass. Breaking the window is an example of a physical change in matter.

![Figure 1.15](image)

When glass breaks, its physical properties change. Instead of one solid sheet of glass, it now has holes and cracks.

Physical Changes in Matter

A physical change in matter is a change in one or more of matter’s physical properties. Glass breaking is just one example of a physical change. Some other examples are shown in Figure 1.16 and in the video below. In each example, matter may look different after the change occurs, but it’s still the same substance with the same chemical properties. For example, smaller pieces of wood have the ability to burn just as larger logs do.
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In each of these changes, only the physical properties of matter change. The chemical properties remain the same.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cne9ncSaN5c&feature=related (1:53)

Because the type of matter remains the same with physical changes, the changes are often easy to undo. For example, braided hair can be unbraided again. Melted chocolate can be put in a fridge to re-harden. Dissolving salt in water is also a physical change. How do you think you could undo it?

Chemical Changes in Matter

Did you ever make a "volcano," like the one in Figure 1.17, using baking soda and vinegar? What happens when the two substances combine? They produce an eruption of foamy bubbles. This happens because of a chemical change. A chemical change occurs when matter changes chemically into an entirely different substance with different chemical properties. When vinegar and baking soda combine, they form carbon dioxide, a gas that causes the bubbles. It’s the same gas that gives soft drinks their fizz.

Not all chemical changes are as dramatic as this "volcano." Some are slower and less obvious. Figure 1.18 and the
video below show other examples of chemical changes.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqeWpywDuiY (2:54)

**Signs of Chemical Change**

How can you tell whether a chemical change has occurred? Often, there are clues. Several are demonstrated in Figures 1.17 and 1.18 and in the video below.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gs0j1EZJ1Uc (9:57)

To decide whether a chemical change has occurred, look for these signs:

- Gas bubbles are released. (Example: Baking soda and vinegar mix and produce bubbles.)
- Something changes color. (Example: Leaves turn from green to other colors.)
- An odor is produced. (Example: Logs burn and smell smoky.)
- A solid comes out of a solution. (Example: Eggs cook and a white solid comes out of the clear liquid part of the egg.)
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Reversing Chemical Changes

Because chemical changes produce new substances, they often cannot be undone. For example, you can’t change a fried egg back to a raw egg. Some chemical changes can be reversed, but only by other chemical changes. For example, to undo the tarnish on copper pennies, you can place them in vinegar. The acid in the vinegar reacts with the tarnish. This is a chemical change that makes the pennies bright and shiny again. You can try this yourself at home to see how well it works.

Conservation of Mass

If you build a campfire, like the one in Figure 1.19, you start with a large stack of sticks and logs. As the fire burns, the stack slowly shrinks. By the end of the evening, all that’s left is a small pile of ashes. What happened to the matter that you started with? Was it destroyed by the flames? It may seem that way, but in fact, the same amount of matter still exists. The wood changed not only to ashes but also to carbon dioxide, water vapor, and other gases. The gases floated off into the air, leaving behind just the ashes.

Assume you had measured the mass of the wood before you burned it. Assume you had also trapped the gases released by the burning wood and measured their mass and the mass of the ashes. What would you find? The ashes and gases combined have the same mass as the wood you started with.

This example illustrates the law of conservation of mass. The law states that matter cannot be created or destroyed. Even when matter goes through physical or chemical changes, the total mass of matter always remains the same. (In
In the chapter *Nuclear Chemistry*, you will learn about nuclear reactions, in which mass is converted into energy. But other than that, the law of conservation of mass holds.) For a fun challenge, try to apply the law of conservation of mass to a scene from a Harry Potter film at this link: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TsTOnNmkf8](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TsTOnNmkf8).

**Lesson Summary**

- Physical changes are changes in the physical properties of matter but not in the makeup of matter. An example of a physical change is glass breaking.
- Chemical changes are changes in the makeup and chemical properties of matter. An example of a chemical change is wood burning.
- Matter cannot be created or destroyed even when it changes. This is the law of conservation of mass.

**Lesson Review Questions**

**Recall**

1. What is a physical change in matter?
2. What happens during a chemical change in matter?
3. State the law of conservation of mass.

**Apply Concepts**

4. When a plant grows, its mass increases over time. Does this mean that new matter is created? Why or why not?
5. Butter melts when you heat it in a pan on the stove. Is this a chemical change or a physical change? How can you tell?

**Think Critically**

6. Compare and contrast physical and chemical changes in matter. Give an example of each type of change.
Points to Consider

Some physical changes in matter are changes of state.

- What are the states of matter?
- What might cause matter to change state?

Opening image courtesy of Don Eigler, IBM Almaden Research Center. [http://www.nisenet.org/scientific-images/quantum_corral_side_view](http://www.nisenet.org/scientific-images/quantum_corral_side_view). This image is for non-profit educational use only.
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